IM Wrestling — Beta Theta Pi won the intramural wrestling tournament held Saturday in de Pont. Burton finished second, and Delta Upsilon was third. Dave Krall (142 pounds) was named the outstanding wrestler of the tournament. The winners by weight class were Burton's Ed Greengrass '84 (138), Delta Upsilon's Garth Grehb '84 (126), Beta Theta Pi's Tony Di Pesa '86 (150), Crimson's Garth Gehlbach '84 (126), Greenspan '84 (118), Delta Upsilon's Cameron Krall, Sang Hoon Han '85 (150), Beta Theta Pi's Tony Di Pesa '86, Crimson's Garth Gehlbach '84 (126), and Crimson's John Burton '84 (126). The quality of the competition reportedly spurred MIT head wrestling coach Tim Walsh to comment, 

“There are quite a few good wrestlers here at MIT who choose not to go out for the team.”